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Preface

This volume contains the poster and demo papers presented at DILS 2014: 10th
International Conference on Data Integration in the Life Sciences held on July
16-17, 2014 in Lisbon. DILS is an interdisciplinary conference series focussing
on data integration and data analysis in life science disciplines including bioin-
formatics, biomedicine, clinical information systems and biodiversity. The con-
ference series started in 2004 in Leipzig and so far took place in five European
countries (Germany, UK, France, Sweden, Portugal), in the USA (three times)
and in Canada.

This volume contains the poster and demo papers of DILS 2014. The sub-
missions were limited to 4 pages and are meant to cover ongoing work and
prototypes to demonstrate. Each submission was reviewed by 2 program com-
mittee members. The committee decided to accept 13 poster and demo papers
which are included in this volume. The accepted papers cover different topics
such as biomedical ontologies, linked data and biomedical integration platforms
and tools. In addition to the poster and demo track DILS 2014 featured two
keynotes and 14 research and application papers that are published in the con-
ference proceedings (Springer Lecture Notes in Bioinformatics, No. 8574).

As the event co-chairs and editors of this volume, we would like to thank all
authors who submitted papers, as well as the Program Committee members who
reviewed the poster and demo submissions in addition to the submissions for the
main program. Special thanks go to INESC-ID and Instituto Superior Técnico,
University of Lisbon for providing us with the facilities to organize and run the
event. We also would like to thank FCT (Fundação para a Ciência e Tecnologia)
for the financial support provided, in particular through the excellence research
network “DataStorm - Large-Scale Data Management in Cloud Environments”.
Finally, our thanks go to the local Organizing Committee, Ana Teresa Freitas,
José Borbinha, José Leal, Mário J. Silva and Pedro T. Monteiro, our Webmaster,
João L. M. Pereira, and our administrative staff from INESC-ID, Manuela Sado
and Sandra Sá.

July 2014 Helena Galhardas
Erhard Rahm
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Introduction

Personalized  medicine  requires  a  strong  interdisciplinary  collaboration  between  several 
stakeholders covering a large range of expertise from medical, clinical,  biological,  translational, 
biotechnological and bioinformatics fields.  The variety of actors and cultures, together with the 
diversity of constraints make it very challenging to apply personalized medicine in daily clinical 
practice, to meet expected short deadlines to deliver the results. Personalized medicine strongly 
depends on our ability to collect,  disseminate and process complex information.  Indeed,  every 
stakeholder  produces information during the healthcare pathway at  different  time and different 
places and all these informations have to be gathered, integrated and summarized in a digested 
report to make easy the therapeutic decision according to rules defined a priori. 

Materials and Methods

The KDI system

To tackle the challenge of data integration, we have developed a dedicated information system 
named KDI (Knowledge and Data Integration) able to handle the heterogeneity and the complexity 
of the data  (Servant et al.,  2014). The KDI system ensures information sharing, cross-software 
interoperability,  automatic  data  extraction,  and  secure  data  transfer.  Using  state-of-the-art 
informatics technologies, KDI acts as a hub to allow all  the data being referenced such that it  
knows exhaustively which data is available for a given patient and where the raw and processed 
data are physically stored.
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The KDI system consists of different modules dedicated to the storage, processing, analysis and 
visualization  of  each  type  of  data  (clinical,  biological,  microarray,  NGS,  etc.).  High  modularity 
associated  with  an  efficient  interoperability  makes  our  system  able  to  retrieve  any  relevant 
information. To facilitate the developments of these modules, we have retained a classical n-tiers 
architecture  implemented with the JAVA/J2EE language.  The core of  each module  of  the  KDI 
system can be presented as the association of different layers (Figure 3B).
Data layer. Data are stored in a relational database using the Entity-Attribute-Value (EAV) pattern. 
This conceptual modeling provides a data model plasticity required to handle the heterogeneity 
and the scalability  of  the  variables  of  interest.  Therefore,  with  EAV modeling,  same concepts 
managed by different projects (with specific requirements by project) can be stored in a unique 
database  without  any  modification  of  the  data  model.  MySQL has been  chosen  as  database 
provider  for  all  web  applications  of  the  system.  Complementary  solutions  such  as  NoSQL 
databases are currently evaluated for particular requirements (ontologies storage, specific queries, 
etc.).
Data access layer. Data access is supported by the DAO (Data Access Object) pattern. By using 
HibernateDaoSupport superclass provided by Spring Framework, we promote the standardization 
of database access for all standard queries (findAll, findById, save, delete). Moreover, Hibernate 
mapping  through  JPA  annotations  associated  with  use  of  Hibernate  Criteria  provides  a 
homogeneous frame for this critical layer. Database sessions and transactional aspects are also 
delegated to Spring Framework.
Business  layer.  Business  core  of  our  web  applications  has  two  main  objectives:  i)  provide 
structured data for presentation layer, and ii) make data available for remote and secured access 
by  other  applications  and  technical  users.  Standard  services  are  developed  using  core 
functionalities of Spring framework (Aspect-Oriented Programming - AOP, Inversion of Control - 
IoC,  JavaBeans  Factory).  Web services  are  published  (server  side)  and  invoked  (client  side) 
through Apache CXF framework. To respect Web Services Security (WS-Security) standards, we 
use the Apache WSS4J project provided by CXF (with interceptors chain process) to set up a 
username token authentication on each web application in the system.
Front-end layer. Presentation layer is based on JSF (Java Server Faces) which is a component 
oriented framework for building user interfaces for web applications. To enrich the basic component 
set  provided  by  JSF,   we  use  additional  component  libraries  such  as  Apache  Trinidad  and 
Primefaces. By this systematic approach for each user interface, we aim to build a visual identity, 
ergonomic, easily usable, for the whole information system. All data available within KDI can be 
browsed and retrieved from a user-friendly bioinformatics web portal.
Client layer. This layer represents the web browser through which end-users access KDI system.

The SHIVA clinical trial design

The SHIVA clinical  trial  is  a  randomized proof-of-concept  phase II  trial  comparing molecularly 
targeted therapy based on tumour molecular profiling versus conventional therapy in patients with 
refractory cancer (Le Tourneau et al., 2012, 2014). For each patient, a biopsy from the metastasis 
is performed and the molecular  profiles are assessed using both the Cytoscan HD technology 
(Affymetrix) for the detection of DNA copy number alterations and loss of heterozygosity (LOH), 
and the Ion Torrent™ PGM sequencing technology (Life Technology) for the detection of somatic 
mutations. Immunohistochemistry (IHC) is used for the assessment of hormone receptor status, 
including oestrogen, progesterone and androgen receptors, as well as for the validation of focal 
gene  amplifications  detected  with  Cytoscan  HD.  DNA copy  number  amplifications  (Affymetrix 
Cytoscan HD microarray) and mutations (next-generation sequencing with IonTorrent) in a subset 
of 76 genes along with biomarkers detected by IHC are considered for the decision-making. 

Data preprocessing

DNA copy  number  amplifications  (Affymetrix  Cytoscan  HD  microarray)  and  mutations  (next-
generation sequencing with IonTorrent) are analyzed by in-house ad-hoc pipelines. The raw data 
as long as the results of the pipelines are stored in the KDI system. Clinical data are sored in the 
system too.
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Integrative analysis: the report for the Molecular Biology Board (MBB)

The last step of the bioinformatics workflow is the production a technical report for the MBB. This  
task is crucial and must be complete and precise on one hand, and summarized on the other to 
allow a quick decision of the board. To answer this need, a report is  automatically  generated for 
each patient  from the data stored in KDI. This report first presents the clinical information of the 
patient and the overall molecular profiles per gene, with the DNA copy number alterations, LOH 
(Loss of Heterozigosity) status, and number of mutations. This first section provides the MBB with 
a rapid overview of all detected alterations. If needed, the MBB can also have access to more 
detailed results, with graphical views of the copy number profiles for each gene, as well as the list 
of mutations with detailed annotation as previously described. This name-blinded technical report 
is  sent  to  the  members  of  the  MBB for  scientific  validation  and  prioritization  of  the  identified 
molecular abnormalities.

Results

We have developed a seamless information system named KDI that fully supports the essential 
bioinformatics  requirements  for  PM.  The  system  allows  management  and  analysis  of  clinical 
information, classical biological data as well as high-throughput molecular profiles. It can deliver in 
real-time information to be used by the medical and biological staff for therapeutic decision-making. 
KDI makes it possible to share information and communicate reports and results across numerous 
stakeholders,  representing  a  large  continuum  of  expertise  from  medical,  clinical,  biological, 
translational,  technical  and  biotechnological  know-hows.  The  system  relies  on  state-of-the-art 
informatic technologies allowing cross-software interoperability, automatic data extraction, quality 
control and secure data transfer. KDI has been successfully used in the framework of the SHIVA 
clinical trial for more than 18 months. As of June 2014, 730 patients have been included and 152 
randomized in  the SHIVA trial.  KDI  is  used for  other  trials  in  the framawork of  european FP7 
projects (RAIDs for cervival cancer – http://www.raids-fp7.eu/ ; MAARS for allergy and autoimmune 
diseases related to skin – http://www.maars.eu/ ).The KDI is curently used to manage all the high-
throughput data in Institut Curie.
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The GigaSolution to data publication, reuse and integration. 
 

Christopher I Hunter, Peter Li, Xiao Si Zhe, Robert Davidson, Laurie Goodman & Scott C Edmunds 
 
Affiliation: GigaScience, BGI-HK Research Institute, 16 Dai Fu Street, Tai Po Industrial Estate, Hong Kong SAR, 
China. 
Correspondence to chris@gigasciencejournal.com 
 
To meet the needs of a new generation of biological and biomedical research in the era of “big-data, 
BGI and BioMed Central have formed a unique partnership to publish the journal GigaScience. 
GigaScience is a novel publishing platform that combines the open-access article publishing 
expertise of BMC with the bioinformatics expertise and extensive computational storage space at 
BGI. The journal’s affiliated database, GigaDB (Figure 1), serves as a repository that hosts the data 
and tools associated with GigaScience publications. It also provides a rapid data release mechanism 
for datasets that  are not associated with GigaScience articles that have not previously been 
published elsewhere by giving each the dataset a DOI, making them citable in a standard (and 
countable) manner in the reference section of papers that use these data. 
 

 
   Figure 1. The home page of GigaDB website 
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In its first 18 months, over 100 datasets (>20 TB in size) have been made available in GigaDB — all 
under a CC0 Waiver (the most open sharing waiver available). These datasets include the first ~50 
bird genomes from an avian phylogenomics study (Figure 2)(Zhang et al., 2014)  some of these 
datasets were made available before they were published in scientific journals. GigaDB will also 
host data from the Rice 3000 genomes project ( The 3000 rice genomes project et al,. 2014),  the 
10,000 genome project (G10K), 1000 plant transcriptomes project, as well other smaller scale 
genome projects, and numerous non-genomic datasets (e.g. imaging, proteomic, metabolomics, 
etc.), some of which currently have no formal community data repository.  

 
  Figure 2. http://dx.doi.org/10.5524/101000 The avian phylogenomics project dataset stub in GigaDB. 
 
 
Through our association with DataCite, each dataset in GigaDB is assigned a DOI that can be used as 
a standard citation in the reference section of a paper, improving access and use of these data in 
articles by the authors and other researchers.  
In order to make NGS data interpretation as accessible as data generation, we have implemented 
“GigaGalaxy” (http://galaxy.cbiit.cuhk.edu.hk). We have ported the popular Short Oligonucleotide 
Analysis Package (SOAP http://soap.genomics.org.cn) as well as supporting tools such as 
Contiguator2 (http://contiguator.sourceforge.net) into the Galaxy framework, to provide seamless 
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NGS mapping, de novo assembly, NGS data format conversion and sequence alignment 
visualization. Our vision is to create an open publication, review and analysis environment by 
integrating GigaGalaxy into the publication platform at GigaScience and together with GigaDB, to 
help integrate data and analyses used in publications. We have begun this effort by re-
implementing the data procedures described by Luo et al., (Luo et al., 2012) as Galaxy workflows so 
that they can be shared in a manner which can be visualized and executed in GigaGalaxy. We hope 
to revolutionize the publication model with the aim of executable publications, where data analyses 
can be reproduced and reused.  
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The MicroScope platform:
from data integration to a rule-based system for massive

and high-quality microbial genome annotation

Jonathan MERCIER, Alexandre RENAUX, Adrien JOSSO, Aurélie
GENIN-LAJUS, E’Krame JACOBY, François LE FEVRE, Guillaume ALBINI,

Claude SCARPELLI, Claudine MEDIGUE, David VALLENET

Direction des Sciences du Vivant, CEA, Institut de Génomique, Genoscope, France
CNRS-UMR8030, Evry, France

Université d’Evry Val d’Essonne, Evry, France

Abstract. The emergence of the Next Generation Sequencing (NGS)
generates an incredible amount of genomes, whereas curation efforts to
annotate them tend to decrease despite some community initiatives (1 ).
To ease this manual process, we develop the MicroScope platform: an
integrated environment for the annotation and exploration of microbial
genomes (2 ). It is made of three major components:
1. a management system to store and organize biological knowledge in

relational databases
2. a production system to organize and execute workflows
3. a visualization system for expert analyses and data curation through

a Web interface.
Following the success of the platform, we are improving its throughput
analysis to integrate an increasing number of genomes in a reasonable
human time while maintaining a high quality of annotations. In this
way, we initiate new methodological and technical developments on the
MicroScope data management and production systems. A specific focus is
given on the use of rule-based systems for the management of workflows
and for the consistency evaluation of functional annotations that are
performed automatically and then expertised by biologists.

The MicroScope data management system is made of several relational
databases. The Prokaryotic Genome DataBase (PkGDB) gathers internal
genomic data, human expertise and computational results. This central
model is enriched by the integration of numerous public databases col-
lecting different types of biological entities (e.g. genomes and genes from
nucleic databanks, proteins from UniProt, metabolic data from ChEBI,
Rhea, KEGG and MetaCyc). To support continuous data integration
and reconciliation of these external resources, we designed the Galileo
(3 ) application based on AndroMDA (4 ) and Play (5 ) frameworks.
The Galileo model manages the integration of several releases of the
same biological resource and ensures unicity of biological objects from
different resources with the use of internal business keys based on their
key properties. For instance, molecules are identified through their InChl
signature, and reactions by a combination of stoichiometry information
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II

and molecule signatures. In comparison to other initiatives for biological
data integration using Semantic Web, our main purpose is the unification
of entities based on their common properties to define public methods
and queries. These services are provided through REST API.

The MicroScope production system orchestrates about 25 workflows,
which combine various bioinformatics software. The goal of this system is
to keep analyses up to date according to the integration of new genomes,
the updates of public databases and new software versions. Five years
ago, we adopted the jBPM (6 ) framework to design our workflows. This
framework allowed us to gain synchronization, robustness, control and
traceability in the execution of million of jobs on HPC clusters (7 ). To
increase the throughput of our analyses and the flexibility in the decision-
making process of our production system, we will progressively switch
to a new API called BIRDS (BioInformatics Rules Driven System) and
developed at the Genoscope. BIRDS is based on the Drools framework
(8 ) and provides a common environment for business rules and resource-
driven workflows to automate bioinformatics treatments. This decision
process integrated in a large data management system is an original
feature of BIRDS in comparison to other workflow initiatives in biology
(e.g. Taverna, Galaxy).

One important goal is to ease the human interpretation of genomic
data in the light of predicted functions and biological processes (e.g.
metabolic pathways). We are working on an explicit representation of
the biological knowledge and on algorithmic tools designed to automate
the biologist reasoning within the MicroScope platform. This application,
named Grools, is a rule-based expert system. It is currently under devel-
opment using the Drools framework. A first level of rules is designed to
predict molecular functions according to protein domain composition and
organism taxonomy. These rules were extracted and translated from the
UniRule resource of UniProt database (9 ). The next step is to evaluate
the overall coherence of these individual functions by applying logical
rules between them and integrating additional information from biological
processes where these functions may occur or not in a given organism. A
first implementation of such deductive reasoning has been implemented in
the HERBS system through a collaborative project between INRIA and
SIB institutes (10 ). This can be applied, for example, crossing growth
phenotypes on defined minimal media (e.g. Biolog phenotype microarray)
and functional annotations to check the consistency of corresponding
catabolic pathways.

In synergy with the technological progresses in the production system,
biological data integration combined with logical reasoning should improve
completeness and consistency of genome knowledge in the MicroScope
platform. These IT innovations will be illustrated on the poster.

Keywords: Genome annotation, Data integration, Workflow, Rule-based
system, Knowledge reasoning, Curation
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1 Background  

 The data life cycle from experiments to scientific publications follows in general 
the schema: experiments, data analysis, interpretation, and publication of scientific 
paper. Besides the publication of scientific findings, it is important to keep the data 
investment and ensure its future processing. This implies a guarantee for a long-term 
preservation and preventing of data loss. Condensed and enriched with metadata, 
primary data would be a more valuable resource than the re-extraction from articles. 
In this context, it becomes essential to change the handling and the acceptance of 
primary data within the scientific community. Data and publications should be hon-
ored with a high attention and reputation for data publishers.  
 

2 The e!DAL data publication pipeline 

Here, we present new features of the e!DAL Java API (http://edal.ipk-
gatersleben.de) as a lightweight software framework for publishing and sharing of 
research data [1]. e!DAL stands for electronic Data Archive Library. Its main features 
(Table 1) are version tracking, management of metadata, information retrieval, regis-
tration of persistent identifier, embedded HTTP(S) server for public data access, ac-
cess as network file system, and a scalable storage backend. e!DAL is available as an 
open- source API for a local non-shared storage and remote usage to feature distribut-
ed applications. 
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Features Applied frameworks, 

standards and APIs 

 

Version Management 

─ sequence of versions for the data set and its 
metadata 

 H2 database 
 Hibernate 
 File system 

Metadata Management 

─ minimal set of technical and administrative 
metadata to ensure the mid-term data access of 
the stored data set 

 DublinCore 

Information Retrieval 

─ search and retrieve relevant data sets for key-
word queries over the metadata 

 Apache Lucene 
 Hibernate Search 
 Apache SolR 

Persistent Identifiers 

─ provide persistent identifiers for an long-term 
stable public access of  published data sets 

 DOIs 
 URLs 

Data Security 

─ fine grained authorization of API methods, re-
ferred object and authenticated subjects (user)  

 AspectJ 
 Java Authentications & 

Authorization API 

Interoperability 

─ seamless integration into existing infrastruc-
tures/tools 

 local/remote Java API 
 GUI components 
 WebDAV 
 HTTP(S) Server 

Table 1. Main features of e!DAL are listed in column one. For its implementation used frame-
works, standards and APIs are referenced in column two. 

 
The Leibniz Institute of Plant Genetics and Crop Plant Research (IPK) is an ap-

proved data center belonging to the international DataCite consortium 
(http://www.datacite.org/) and applies e!DAL as data submission and registration 
system. In the latest version the focus was to extend the features for the registration of 
Digital Object Identifier (DOI) and the development of a simple, but sufficient ap-
proval process to regulate the assignment of persistent identifier. An intuitive publica-
tion tool (Figure 1), allows uploading your data into your own private repository over 
the web and getting a DOI to permanently reference the datasets and increase your 
“data citation” index. 

 
The e!DAL approval process for data publication is based on an email notification 

system. After successfully proven a request for a DOI, the API automatically transfer 
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all necessary files and metadata to DataCite and reply an email to the submitting user 
with his final assigned DOI. This ID permanently references to a virtual content page. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Schema of the e!DAL Publicaton workflow. e!DAL provides an easy usable publication 

interface for DOIs with a graphical user interface (1) and a simple approval process, which 
allows to define different reviewers, who can accept or revise every requested ID. The process 
is based on an email notification system (2). When the survey was successful, the API automat-
ically transfer all necessary files and metadata to DataCite and the requesting user get an email 
with his final assigned DOI (4). This ID permanently references to a virtual content page (3), 

where you can download the files and check the corresponding metadata. 

In addition we implement some new graphical components, like an easy installa-
tion/demo wizard, to simplify the deployment of a repositories using e!DAL. 
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3 Conclusion 

e!DAL is a lightweight software framework for the management, publication, and 
sharing of research data. It is designed to turn sets of primary data into citable data 
publications. This is particularly important for the life sciences, where there is a big 
gap between the rate of data collection and the rate of data publication. Its well-
defined API supports seamless integration into existing data-management software 
and infrastructures. In addition, e!DAL can be used as a supplement to manage prima-
ry data. Furthermore, its modular architecture and incorporated standards ensure ver-
sion management, documentation, information retrieval, persistent identification, data 
security, and data publication. Developed within a context for the life sciences, 
e!DAL has many generic features that make it easily and readily applicable to other 
areas of science faced with similar needs. The e!DAL software is proven and has been 
deployed into the Maven Central Repository. Documentation and Software are also 
available at: http://edal.ipk-gatersleben.de. 

 

4 References 

[1] - D. Arend, M. Lange, C. Colmsee, S. Flemming, J. Chen and U. Scholz. The 

e!DAL JAVA-API: Store, share and cite primary data in life sciences. In IEEE Inter-
national Conference on Bioinformatics and Biomedicine (BIBM) 2012, pages 1–5. 
2012. DOI: 10.1109/BIBM.2012.6392737 
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Background
Generally, data providers identify individual records within their datasets using an identifier or accession number.
Commonly, those identifiers are only unique within the dataset they originate from. For example, ‘9606’ identifies
“Homo sapiens” in the NCBI Taxonomy, but also identifies “Catha edulis” in the GRIN Taxonomy for Plants, the
publication “Kohlhausen K. Das Offentliche Gesundheitswesen 1976 38(7):424-430” in PubMed, the “parathyroid
hormone”  in HGNC, “3-Fluorotoluene”  in PubChem,  etc.  Additionally,  the data is often distributed via multiple
resources, using different URLs to access individual records. For example, the enzyme nomenclature information is
available from at least 4 different sources:  ExplorEnz (Trinity College, Dublin),  KEGG Enzyme Database (Kyoto
University Bioinformatics Center),  ENZYME (Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics)  and IntEnz (EMBL-European
Bioinformatics Institute).

In order to address those issues related to the increased proliferation of ambiguous identifiers and non-perennial
access URLs,  an effort was launched in 2006  to provide a system through which appropriate URIs (Uniform
Resource Identifiers)  could be generated,  based on existing local record identifiers already assigned by the data
providers (http  ://  identifiers  .  org  /  registry  ) [1].

A resolving system (http  ://  identifiers  .  org  /  ) [2], was launched to support requests from the Semantic Web community
to provide these as HTTP URIs.  These URIs are directly incorporable in datasets and usable by Semantic Web
applications. Software tools handling data using those URIs need little work to process them and display them in a
meaningful way to the end user (these URIs can actually be used as they stand in web interfaces). Moreover, these
URIs are free, and provide unique, perennial and location-independent identifiers.

Here, the underlying Registry acts as the central storage repository for general information on the various datasets
(termed collections), namespace information (unique short string identifying the collections), and lists the resources
(physical locations from where data records can be retrieved).

The infrastructure is already used very successfully by,  for example,  the computational modelling community,
which requires the ability to perennially record cross-references and links to external data records, despite the ever
changing nature of the location of information on the web.  It is being continually improved to meet the growing
needs of new user communities.

Results
Identfiers.org is now running on multiple servers in 2  redundant data centres in London,  which provide more
reliable, robust and faster services to the community.

The semantics of the URIs handled by the resolver have been enhanced by having 2 distinct types of URIs: one for
identifying the entity concept, and one for identifying the information recorded by the Registry about it. This means
that canonical URIs (which uniquely identify data entities and are of the form http://identifiers.org/[namespace]/
[entity])  provide more directly usable information for end users (previously a list all possible resources was
provided, now one default resource is displayed, with a link to the former page).  This default resource is selected
using an algorithm which uses various properties such as resource reliability (‘uptime’)  and data ownership
(designated ‘primary’  for resources maintained directly by the data provider)  status of the resources.  Registry
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records of data entities are identified by URIs of the form http://info.identifiers.org/[namespace]/[entity].  Those
URIs can be used to identify and retrieve metadata provided by the Registry or access information in various
formats, such as RDF/XML (via content negotiation).

With the growing uptake of Linked Data in life sciences,  exemplified by projects such as Bio2RDF [3]  and the
launch of the EBI RDF platform [4], new functionality and improvements to the infrastructure have been made. For
example,  there are now numerous URIs used to identify equivalent data records.  These pose a challenge when
integrating across heterogeneous datasets, even if all are encoded in RDF. In order to facilitate such integration, we
have extended the services provided by Identifiers.org in order to serve a SPARQL compliant endpoint for URI
schemes conversion.  This allows the conversion of a URI from one scheme into a URI from a different one.  To
allow such functionality, the Registry records various URI scheme formats within the Registry,  which are used to
generate alternative URIs,  using the Identifiers.org URIs as a canonical form. This allows the system to handle
modification of the entity identifier,  such converting http  ://  identifiers  .  org  /  go  /  GO  :0006915   into
http  ://  purl  .  obolibrary  .  org  /  obo  /  GO  _0006915  .  Recording the alternative URI scheme formats requires additional
curation efforts, but provides accurate results and should prevent any false positive.

With the growth of Linked Data and Semantic Web efforts, it has also become increasingly important not only to
know where data may be accessed,  but also the forms or formats in which it is available.  Many resources now
provide their datasets in a variety of formats on top of the standard HTML format. There are users who specifically
require data encoded in a particular format,  such as RDF/XML,  or JSON.  To allow direct data access to records
encoded in specific formats,  the Registry data model has been extended to enable it to record the various formats
provided by a resource and how to access them. This information is stored at the level of the individual resources
that offer records for a data collection,  since each resource may offer different formats for consumption.
Additionally, Identifiers.org has been updated to allow access to this information via content negotiation, performed
on a user request.

Conclusion
Identifiers.org URIs are now a core element of numerous data management and provision infrastructures, such as the
OpenPHACTS project [5] and the EBI RDF Platform. The extension of the information recorded in the underlying
Registry,  and the services provided,  should greatly help in the integration of heterogeneous datasets.  These
incremental improvements to the infrastructure facilitate data integration independently of the URI scheme that may
have been used originally, and allows the system to be more universally suitable for other use cases.
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1 Introduction 
Correct identification of causative genes for an important agronomic 
trait is a very time-consuming task. Marker assisted breeding aims to 
identify relevant QTLs. But they often span genomic regions that can 
contain hundreds of candidate genes. The evaluation of potential 
functional candidates requires the integration of information from 
many different sources and its relevance ranking. 
LAILAPS [1] is an integrative search engine in the genomics data do-
main. It links genome data to traits, i.e. protein functions, pathways, 
morphological phenotypes, agronomical and medical properties etc. 
LAILAPS implements a relevance ranking model that apply a machine 
learning approach to estimate the relevance of documents in public 
databases. The relevance depends on features of the matching docu-
ments and user relevance preferences. Among others such features 
are the commonly used hit frequency of search term in a document, 
hit surrounding keywords, the attribute context and number of out-
going links to other databases. 
The first step in the LAILAPS query workflow (Figure 1) is a keyword 
based query, which will be enhanced by spelling correction and syno-
nym expansion. Next step is query a full text index of about 55 million 
database records, which were extracted from 13 public databases (see 
http://lailaps.ipk-
gatersleben.de/indexed_databases.html). 
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the LAILAPS query workflow 

Fig. 2. The list of result database records is ranked by an artificial neural network. The training 
can be done explicitly using an expert curated reference set, implicitly by tracking user behav-
iour at the LAILAPS web site and estimated from her interaction pattern the relevance of the 
visited web page. For each of the ranked database records, LAILAPS computes linked genomic 
resources. The last step is the rendering the ranked results in LAILAPS Web frontend. 

2 LAILAPS features at a glance 
Machine learning-based ranking:  Ranking is a central part of many 
information retrieval systems, such as document retrieval, collabora-
tive filtering, computational advertising (online ad placement). A su-
pervised machine learning ranking system was implemented in 
LAILAPS, which makes it possible to provide personalized search re-
sults. The order of the search hits are computed by an artificial intelli-
gence driven relevance ranking, which has been trained by domain 
experts and evaluated for QTL candidate gene prediction (Table 1). 
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Table 1. List of 20 traits and its expression as keyword queries. From the query results a set of 
randomly selected database entries were rated in respect to  five relevance classes “fully 
agree”, ”minor quality doubts”, “could be of relevance”, “undecided”, and “no relevance”. The 
result of this curation is a set of 400 relevance ranked data base entries, which is available as 
supplement material [3]. 

As result of this expert curation, LAILAPS neural network was trained. 
Its performance was compared to the Apache Lucene [2] relevance 
scoring, which is one of the most prominently used text search API for 
relevance ranking in life science information systems and databases. 
Figure 2 show LAILAPS connect based feature model compared to the 
Lucene term frequency – inverse document frequency (TF/IDF) scor-
ing. 

  
Fig. 3. Compare with Lucene Ranking method, LAILAPS ranking system can draw a clear sepa-
ration between non-relevance results and relevance results, but weak for separation „very 
good“ from „good” 
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Built-in recommender system: To obtain similar data records, a popu-
lar and in IR well established method was used. First, getting interest-
ing terms from a given document which mean terms whose TF-IDF 
score is high, and then searching the documents that contain these 
interesting terms. 
Integration into 3rd-party websites and Drupal CMS: LAILAPS portlet 
was designed to embed the search engine into 3rd-party web pages 
(Figure 3). Parameters enable the customizing of service end point, 
database filtering in query result as well as the layout in the client web 
page. The embedded HTML query field provides all standard LAILAPS 
features like “query suggestion” and result estimation. Furthermore, 
content management systems (CMS) are supported. For example a 
Drupal module was developed that wraps the LAILAPS portlet and in-
tegrate it into the open source CMS Drupal. 

 

  
Fig. 4. LAILAPS portlet is integrated into web site of the International Barley Sequencing Con-
sortium (http://barleysequence.org/) 

Query suggestions: We present the design of a multi-stage query sug-
gestion workflow and its implementation in the life science IR system 
LAILAPS. The workflow includes enhanced tokenisation, word break-
ing, spelling correction, query expansion and query suggestion rank-
ing. 
Link traits to genomes: LAILAPS supports the integrative search over 
distributed data resources. Rather than integrate them tightly, we as-
sume that genomics resources build a network. This motivates the 
idea of database integration by a reverse tracing of genome annota-
tions. Basis of this approach are sequence annotation, like homology 
search, sequence pattern search or even manual curated annotation 
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to literature databases. In sum, LAILAPS imported 80 million links to 13 
databases and enables a reverse identifier lookup to link traits to the 
genomics resources (Figure 4).  

 
Fig. 5. Example workflow to query candidate genes for the trait “barley grain”. The best 
ranked result has 84 referenced genes. For example “OptiV1C14047” in OPTIMAS database 
(http://www.optimas-bioenergy.org/optimas_dw) and “AK376053” in PlantsDB 
(http://mips.helmholtz-muenchen.de/plant/barley/). The link from 
“ASPR_HORVU” to “OptiV1C14047” is a “direct link”. Contrarily, there is no direct link (annota-
tion) from “ASPR_HORVU” to “AK376053”. But “ASPR_HORVU” links to “PF00026” and 
“PF00026” links transitively to “AK376053”. We call this kind of link is “indirect link”. 
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Abstract. The PRIDE (PRoteomics IDEntifications) database [1] (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/pride) at the 
European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI, Cambridge, UK) is one of the main public repositories for 
mass spectrometry (MS)-based proteomics data. In PRIDE, the amount of data is constantly growing 
at a very significant pace. Apart from the data management component, the other main challenge in 
proteomics resources such as PRIDE is to provide an aggregated and quality-scored version of the 
peptide/protein identifications found across all the submitted projects, in order to decide which 
information is more reliable.  
 
PRIDE Proteomes is a new resource providing a condensed, protein centric view of the MS data in 
PRIDE. As part of the new project a scheme for quality scoring is being developed at present. The 
information that is used for this aim is the experimental metadata annotation, the number of 
evidences and the resulting data after applying the ‘PRIDE Cluster’ [2] algorithm. This scoring will 
be then propagated to the peptide and protein level by using a set of defined rules.  

 
A beta version of PRIDE Proteomes is now available for four species (human, rat, mouse and 
Arabidopsis) at http://wwwdev.ebi.ac.uk/pride/proteomes.  
 
Keywords: proteomics, bioinformatics, mass spectrometry, database, repository, protein, peptide, 
psm, pipeline, web service, web application 
 

 
1 Introduction 
 
The PRIDE database (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/pride) at the EBI is a public data repository for MS-derived proteomics 
data. It stores peptide and protein identifications, the corresponding mass spectra, post-translational modifications 
(PTMs), protein/peptide expression values (if available) and experimental metadata. 
  
PRIDE is the initial submission point for MS/MS data in the ProteomeXchange consortium [3] 
(http://www.proteomexchange.org). ProteomeXchange provides an internationally co-ordinated repository 
infrastructure compatible with community requirements for data deposition and dissemination. Data is made 
accessible in ProteomeCentral (http://proteomecentral.proteomexchange.org). 
 
The study-centric view of the PRIDE repository does not provide the opportunity to analyse and compare the 
information available across all the public data submitted. The main purpose of the PRIDE Proteomes project is to 
provide a homogeneous and integrated view of the data stored in PRIDE together with a metric that allows the user 
to be confident in the reliability of the data. 
 
The main challenge is how to determine the quality of the proteomics identifications in a highly heterogeneous 
resource like PRIDE. This still remains an issue in the field since results from different search engines, especially in 
different experimental settings, are not directly comparable. Our approach to the problem was the development of 
the PRIDE Cluster algorithm [2], based on spectral clustering. Data quality assessment is performed at different 
levels: experiment (based on metadata annotation), protein, peptide and peptide-spectrum match (PSM). 
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3 System Architecture 
 
The PRIDE Proteomes project is structured in three different layers: database and pipeline, web service and web 
application. All the layers have been developed in the Java language and provide different levels of abstraction and 
methods to access the data. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Data flow of the PRIDE Proteomes project, from the PRIDE Archive, through the pipeline, to the web application 
available for the user. 

3.1 Database & Pipeline 
 
The database is the core of the PRIDE Proteomes project. Apart from the obvious role as a data store, the database is 
used as a means of communication between the different stages of the pipeline. The proteomes pipeline has been 
implemented with the Java Spring Framework. Inside the pipeline three sub-pipelines have been differentiated: data 
provider, data unifier and data evaluator. At the time of writing, the data provider and the data evaluator are still in 
early stages of development. 
 
Data provider. The main goal of this sub-pipeline (Fig 1, steps 1 and 2) is to generate the peptides that represent the 
biological entity observed by MS experiments as the result of combining all the PSMs (Peptide Spectrum Matches) 
that share the same amino acid sequence and modifications (or their absence). 
 
The PSMs are retrieved from the PRIDE Archive repository for the four species initially selected (human, rat, mouse 
and Arabidopsis) and are filtered by at least two criteria: the length of the peptide (between 6 and 100 amino acids) 
and all the amino acid letters that represent the sequence need to be unambiguous. Once the grouping stage is 
finished only the peptides created (called ‘peptiforms’, they represent a raw peptide sequence plus their 
modifications per species) are stored in the database (Fig 1, step 2). 
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Together with the peptiforms, the metadata from the projects associated with the PSMs are inserted in the database 
(Fig 1, step 2). 
 
Data unifier. The pipeline behind the data unifier will be in charge of the next steps: 
 

• Iterate through all the peptiforms generated in the previous stage (Fig. 1, step 3a) and extract from all of 
them the distinct peptide sequences (this set of sequences will be called ‘symbolic peptides’). 

• In parallel to this process (Fig. 1, step 3b), the reference proteome is loaded into the database. For this 
purpose the corresponding UniProtKB FASTA files are downloaded, parsed and stored in the Proteomes 
database (Fig. 1, step 3).  

• Once the proteins and the distinct sequences of the peptides are available in the database, an algorithm to 
map the peptide sequences to the protein sequences is executed. The corresponding start and end positions 
for the peptide in the protein sequence will be stored in the database, together with flags indicating whether 
the peptide is fully tryptic, and whether it is unique in the reference proteome (Fig. 1. step 4). .  

• The last data unifier step allows the definition and generation of groups of proteins. By means of a simple 
comma-separated value (CSV) file, the pipeline can be configured with a specific criterion like the 
pertinence of the same gene and/or family of proteins to create the protein groups. After establishing the 
protein groups, the unique peptides for a group will be calculated and persisted. (Fig. 2, right, shows a 
representation of the groups in the web application).  
 

Data evaluator. When all the information has been generated, the data evaluator phase starts. The evaluation of the 
quality of the evidences studied (Fig 1, steps 6 and 7) is propagated from the raw peptides or peptiforms, to the 
groups of proteins. Initially the peptiforms are associated a first value, or ranking, generated from the assessment of 
the PSMs that have helped to build them, and the associated metadata. This low level of quality checking has been 
implemented in previous prototypes of PRIDE Proteomes as a weighted function of the level of pertinence to one or 
several generated clusters from the ‘PRIDE Cluster’ algorithm [2]. In the future, reprocessed data by third parties 
will also be integrated. 
 
3.2 Web Service 
 
A RESTful web service (http://wwwdev.ebi.ac.uk/pride/ws/proteomes) exposes the content generated by the 
pipeline. It provides the communication between the data layer and the presentation layer enabling the decoupling 
among these components and provides a programmatic access for third parties.  
 
Through this service users can perform several queries to the system to retrieve the peptides by specific metadata 
associated. It is possible to find out if specific peptides are unique across all of the chosen reference proteomes, 
which can be at the group or protein level. A summary of the main web service methods can be found in on-line 
documentation provided for the web service. 
 
3.3 Web Application 
 
The PRIDE Proteomes web application provides a rich and highly interactive web interface to analyse, in the 
context of the protein, the location of the peptides and the PTMs. Complementing the protein-centric view, a 
‘protein group’ view is also available to simplify the comparison between different related proteins (e.g. products of 
the same gene). In Fig. 2 a screenshot of the current version of the web application is shown. 
 
 
4 Future Work 
 
PRIDE Proteomes is still in development; the main foundations and core functionality have been established. In the 
next iteration circle the highest priority for the project will be to achieve a stable confidence metric. 
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Fig. 2. Protein view (left) and protein group view (right) from the PRIDE Proteomes web application 
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Abstract. Medical information needs to be ef�ciently retrieved by medical staff

and common users. Most retrieval engines rely on search methods based on key-

words or interfaces that enable to navigate through the index of a book or a web-

site. MedicineAsk is a prototype that enables users to access information about

medicines through a Natural Language Interface (NLI) in Portuguese. In this pa-

per, we compare the existing rule-based NLI module of MedicineAsk against a

machine learning based one. We show that the machine learning based NLI is a

better alternative to the rule-based methods for most scenarios. This suggests the

possibility of a hybrid technique to take advantage of both methods.

1 Introduction

Many interfaces to medical information require the user to know how this information

is organized and, sometimes, to be a medicine expert. For instance, the Portuguese In-

farmed website offers access to data about medicines through the Prontuário Terap�eutico

(Therapeutic Handbook) 1 either by navigating through an index or by keyword search.

A Natural Language Interface (NLI) is an alternative to this type of interfaces. In

previous work we proposed the MedicineAsk prototype [3], which provides a NLI to

the Infarmed website. MedicineAsk extracts information from this site and stores it in

a relational database. Then, it is able to answer user's questions in Portuguese. Prelimi-

nary experiments showed that the MedicineAsk NLI provided a better user satisfaction

and ease of use when compared to the Infarmed website [5].

The NLI module of MedicineAsk is rule-based. In this paper, we follow a machine

learning approach.

2 MedicineAsk: rule-based vs machine learning approach

Given a user question in Portuguese, the NLI module of MedicineAsk interprets and

translates it into an SQL query, which is posed to the relational database that pro-

vides the answer. Figure 1 shows an example question and its internal representation

1 From this point forward we shall refer to Infarmed's Prontuário Terap�eutico as �the Infarmed

website�.
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in MedicineAsk. The current interpretation step relies on handcrafted rules and key-

word spotting [4]. Each user question is tested against each rule and, if a match oc-

curs, the question type is identi�ed (for instance, a question about indications repre-

sents a question type and a question about adverse reactions represents another question

type). Moreover, a dictionary-based named entity recognizer is responsible for extract-

ing medical entities. When the question type and the question entities are obtained,

another set of rules generates the corresponding SQL query. If no rule can be applied to

a given question, a keyword spotting technique is used.

Fig. 1: Example of a user question and its internal representations in MedicineAsk

In this paper, we use Support Vector Machines (SVM) to �nd the question type

in a one-versus-all strategy, as they led to state-of-art results in question classi�cation

[7]. To this end, we use LUP [6], a platform for Natural Language Understanding that

includes the LIBSVM2 implementation of SVMs, and supports several features, such

as unigrams, bigrams and word shape.

3 Experiments

The training corpus was built from 450 questions previously collected [5]. These ques-

tions were divided into 15 question types. We collected a test set to compare the rule-

based with the machine learning approach. To this end, an on-line questionnaire com-

posed of 9 different scenarios was distributed over the internet. Each scenario consists

of a description of a problem that is related to medicines (e.g. �John needs to know

the adverse reactions of Efferalgan, what kind of question should he ask?�). The 58

participants were invited to propose one or more (natural language) questions for each

scenario. In this preliminary experiment we used questions from 30 randomly cho-

sen users, which included a total of 296 questions divided into 9 scenarios. We tested

these questions against a rule- and a SVM-based NLI. Figure 2 shows the percentage

2 http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/�cjlin/libsvm/.
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of questions correctly classi�ed, for each scenario (1 to 9) and for the the average of

all scenarios (Total). For each scenario, we show the percentage of questions correctly

classi�ed for each feature set used by SVM and for the rule-based NLI.

Fig. 2: Percentage of correctly classi�ed questions by scenario for all users. The features

are as follows: u - unigram, b - bigram, x - word shape, l - length, bu - binary unigrams,

bb - binary bigrams.

Observing the total scores over all scenarios, we conclude that SVM has an ad-

vantage over the original rule-based method. This is due to machine learning methods

being more �exible than rule-based ones. We can see that simply using unigrams can

lead to very good results in most scenarios.

The majority of the cases in which the SVM failed were due to the fact that some

words in the user's requests were not present in the corpus. For example, in the question

�Quais as doses pediátricas recomendadas da mizolastina?� (�What are the recom-

mended dosages for mizolastina?�) we �nd that �doses�, �pediátricas� and �recomen-

dadas� are not present in the corpus. Also, some words were more frequently associated

(in the training corpus) with a category different from the correct one. Scenario 9, which

had the longest questions, got the worst results. Finally, none of the methods is robust

to errors made by the user. For example, in some instances, the user misspelled certain

words like medicine names.

4 Related Work

MEANS [2] is a question-answering system in the medical domain. Analogously to

MedicineAsk, it creates a database, processes a question in natural language (in En-

glish), builds a query from that question and obtains the answer from the database. An

ontology was de�ned in order to represent the concepts and relations used in MEANS.

The database used is an RDF graph and the language used to query it is SPARQL. The

database was created by extracting information from a medical corpus and annotating it

in RDF. MEANS analyses questions through rule-based and machine learning methods.
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It uses manually built patterns to determine the question type. To recognize named enti-

ties, the rule-based methods use MetaMap [1], an online tool which �nds and classi�es

concepts in text by mapping them to concepts from the Uni�ed Medical Language Sys-

tem (UMLS). The machine learning method uses Conditional Random Fields (CRFs)

to classify the medical concepts. MEANS supports questions about general medicine

unlike MedicineAsk which focuses on questions regarding medicines.

5 Conclusions

The overall results of these preliminary tests show that SVM outperforms the rule-

based methods. Currently, MedicineAsk tries to answer a question through a rule-based

method, and if that fails it relies on keywords. We intend to replace the keyword method

by an SVM and perform experiments to validate the gain obtained. We intend to enrich

the corpus to further improve SVM's results. We also consider to use an ontology to

represent named medical entities and other machine learning algorithms (e.g., CRFs)

to �nd them. We also consider to use Portuguese morphosyntactical features or other

linguistically motivated features to improve the recognition of questions.
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Abstract. Ontology matching is a critical task to enable interoperabil-
ity between the numerous life sciences ontologies with overlapping do-
mains. However, it is a task made difficult by the size of many of these
ontologies.
AgreementMakerLight (AML) is a scalable automated ontology match-
ing system developed primarily for the life sciences domain. It can handle
large ontologies efficiently, specializes in the use of background knowl-
edge, includes an innovative alignment repair algorithm, and features a
graphical user interface which makes it easy to use.
AML has obtained top results in matching life sciences ontologies in the
Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative, and is being used in several
other applications.

1 Background

Ontology matching is the task of finding correspondences (or mappings) between
semantically related concepts of two ontologies, so as to generate an alignment
that enables integration and interoperability between those ontologies [2]. This
task is particularly relevant in the life sciences, given the boom in ontology de-
velopment which gave rise to hundreds of life sciences ontologies with partially
overlapping domains.
At its base, ontology matching is a problem of quadratic complexity as it entails
comparing all concepts of one ontology with all concepts of the other. Early
ontology matching systems were not overly concerned with scalability, as the
matching problems they tackled were relatively small. But with the increasing
interest in matching large biomedical ontologies, scalability became a critical
aspect, and the traditional all-versus-all ontology matching strategy became un-
feasible.
AgreementMakerLight (AML) is a scalable automated ontology matching system
developed to tackle large ontology matching problems, and focused in particu-
lar on the biomedical domain. It is derived from AgreementMaker, one of the
leading first generation ontology matching systems [1].
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Fig. 1. AgreementMakerLight ontology matching framework.

2 The AgreementMakerLight System

AML is an open source system that is available through github 1 both as a
runnable Jar and as an Eclipse project.

2.1 Ontology Matching Framework

The AML ontology matching framework, which is represented in Figure 1, was
designed with scalability in mind. It includes several innovative features to max-
imize the effectiveness of the matching process while maintaining a reduced
complexity, and is divided in three main modules: ontology loading, ontology
matching, and alignment selection and repair.
The ontology loading module is responsible for reading ontologies and pars-
ing their information into the AML ontology data structures, which were con-
ceived to enable linear-complexity matching [4]. The most important structure
for matching is the Lexicon, a table of class names and synonyms in an ontology,
which uses a ranking system to weight them and score their matches [7].
The ontology matching module contains AML’s ontology matching algorithms,
or matchers. These are divided into two primary and secondary matchers, with
the former being linear-complexity matchers that be employed globally in all
matching problems and the latter being polynomial-complexity matchers that
can only be applied locally on large problems. The use of background knowledge
in primary matchers is a key feature in AML, and it includes a novel automated
background knowledge selection algorithm.
The alignment selection and repair module ensures that the final alignment has

1https://github.com/AgreementMakerLight
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Fig. 2. AgreementMakerLight graphical user interface.

the desired cardinality and that it is coherent (i.e., does not lead to the viola-
tion of restrictions of the ontologies) which is important for several applications.
AML’s approximate alignment repair algorithm features a novel modularization
step which identifies the minimal set of classes that need to be analyzed for
coherence, thus greatly reducing the scale of the repair problem [8].

2.2 User Interface

The GUI was a recent addition to AML, as we sought to make our system
available to a wider range of users. The main challenge in designing the GUI was
finding a way to visualize an alignment between ontologies that was both scalable
and useful for the user. Our solution was to visualize only the neighborhood of
one mapping at a time, while providing several options for navigating through
the alignment [6]. The result is a simple and easy to use GUI which is shown in
Figure 2.

3 AgreementMakerLight in Use

Despite only being in development since 2013, AML already achieved top results
in that years’ edition of the Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative (OAEI)
[3]. Namely, it ranked first in F-measure in the anatomy track, and second in the
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large biomedical ontologies track and also in the conference track. In addition
to its effectiveness in matching life sciences ontologies, AML was characterized
by a high F-measure/run time ratio, which attests to its efficiency.
AML has also been used to analyze ontology reference alignments [5], and is
currently being used to match chemical and pharmaceutical ontologies, and to
analyze the coherence of BioPortal mappings.
AML is easy to use, thanks to its GUI, and also very efficient. In a current
personal computer 1 AML’s matching procedure takes from under 1 minute for
medium-sized problems (up to 10,000 classes per ontology) to at most 20 minutes
for very large matching problems (up to 100,000 classes per ontology).
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Abstract. A large number of studies in biology, including those involv-
ing phylogenetic tree reconstruction, result in the production of a huge
amount of data – e.g., phenotype descriptions, morphological data ma-
trices, etc. Biologists increasingly face a challenge and opportunity of
effectively discovering useful knowledge by crossing and comparing sev-
eral pieces of information, not always linked and integrated. Our moti-
vation stems from the idea of transforming these data into a network
of relationships, looking for links among related elements and enhanc-
ing the ability to solve more complex problems supported by machines.
This work addresses this problem through a graph database model, link-
ing and coupling phylogenetic trees and phenotype descriptions. In this
paper we give an overview of an experiment exploiting the synergy of
linked data sources to support biologists in data analysis, comparison
and inferences.

1 Introduction

In spite of several initiatives to publish open data and to combine phylogenetic
trees, there is still a high amount of latent knowledge hidden in potentially
linkable data, which are fragmented in several heterogeneous datasources. This
heterogeneous multitude of resources can be seen as a dataspace [1], where pieces
of data maintain unexploited potential links. This work addresses this problem
in a specific scenario. We gather together in a graph database data coming from
distinct sources, containing phenotype descriptions and phylogenetic trees. This
graph subsidizes links discovery, aimed at supporting biologists in the analy-
sis and comparison of phylogenetic information (such as homology hypotheses,
characters and trees) of hypothetical phylogenetic trees.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents our three layer method
and the architecture of our system; Section 3 presents our graph-based model,
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illustrates our approach to discover links based on similarity and the results of
the visualization tool; Section 4 presents concluding remarks.

2 Three Layer Method and System Architecture

In this research we propose a Three Layer Method, in which fragmentary data
sources are mapped to a graph database, where the data will be pass through
integration steps targeting an ontology. Our approach remodels sources from
the dataspace to a graph representation, in which the data can be unified and
linked, subsidizing the discovery of latent knowledge, which raises from the re-
lations. The graph model was designed to be published on the Web in a Linked
Data approach. Graph transformations will be applied for the transition from
representations in the dataspace to a more formalized representation through
ontologies. This work focuses in the graph representation and its application to
support an analytical tool to compare data across studies.

Figure 1 summarizes the general architecture of our system. From a set of
heterogeneous data sources (1), we ingest and transform data in a graph (2)
stored in a graph database (3). In this stage of the research, we are interested
in phenotype descriptions and phylogenetic trees, even though the architecture
was designed to afford smooth future extensions to other kinds of biological data.
In step (3) each data source will result in a distinct graph. We applied LSIDs
to unify Operational Taxonomic Units (OTUs) in the graph referring to the
same real world object (4). In step (4), we are developing algorithms to discover
relations and find similarities among nodes in the graph, which are made explicit
by adding new edges in the graph. The resulting graph can be locally analyzed
by a researcher; can be published on the Web in a Linked Data approach to
be remotely exploited (6); and will subsidize the expansion and enrichment of
ontologies in the future (7).
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Fig. 1. General System Architecture.
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3 Unified Graph Data Model and Link Discovery

In this section we will present an overview of our proposed graph model. From the
numerous graph data models proposed, the property graph model was adopted
in the present work. In property graph, nodes and relationships can maintain
extra metadata as a set of key/value pairs. Moreover, relationships are typed,
enabling to create multi-relational networks with heterogeneous sets of edges.

Figure 2 shows our graph data model. The tables below the nodes/edges
represent their types and metadata. Our model maps parts of the Structured
Descriptive Data 4 (SDD) format to a graph data model. The SDD format is
a XML-based standard for recording and exchanging descriptions of biological
and biodiversity data of any type [2]. We mapped as follows: OTUs are entities
made nodes. SDD States were mapped to nodes, since equivalent States related
to several OTUs can be unified and related. Finally, the SDD StateDefinition
makes a semantic bridge – relationship – between OTUs and characters. This
part of the model, is a common denominator of phenotype descriptions, conceived
in our previous work [3].

Our model comprises into a single place phenotype description and phylo-
genetic tree. For this reason a new node called HTU (Hypothetical Taxonomic
Unit) is present in this model. HTUs are internal nodes in phylogenetic trees
that represent an inferred ancestral organism.

        TreeEdge 
OTU 

Type OTU 

Label 

Detail 

Character 

Type Character 

Label 

Detail 

HTU 

Type HTU 

Type TreeEdge 

Character-State 

Type Character-State 

Label 

Detail 

Fig. 2. Property Graph Model

In order to illustrate the possibilities raised by the unification and linking
of data of phenotype descriptions with phylogenetic trees, we developed a prac-
tical experiment executed in our system, which involves the linking discovery
among characters. In this respect, we are proposing a heuristic similarity mea-
sure that computes the similarity degree between two morphological character.
The similarity degree is based on a weighted combination of factors concerning
two characters: their labels; whether they describe the same taxa; the common
or similar character-states.

Figure 3 shows the result of a visual tool that creates an edge between each
two related characters based on the similarity measure. This is a simple but
powerful visualization tool that could play a pivotal role in supporting biologists
to understand and detect correlation between characters. That tool was able to
show a graph clique among highly related characters – see figure 3. Knowing that
characters are similar to some extent can encourage biologists to unify identical
relationships.

4 The Structured Descriptive Data format (http://wiki.tdwg.org/SDD)
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4 Conclusion

Our unified model enabled us to discover and make explicit the potential seman-
tics raised by linking previously unconnected information. The viability and the
potential of our approach were tested by experiments in which 2 distinct authors
descriptions of fossils were inserted into a graph database and analyzed by the
similarity measure method mentioned in this paper. We developed a tool to vi-
sualize how close related are two given characters and some preliminary results
are presented. This tool has the potential to indicate the recurring use of the
same character in different studies and might support biologists to understand
and detect correlation between characters.
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Abstract. In this short paper, we introduce the on-going improvements of 

CABRI Web Services. These are meant to make programmatic access to infor-

mation on microbial resources much simpler and more effective, by also ena-

bling a real interoperability with some of the most used bioinformatics data-

bases. Such improvements mainly consist in an extension of the returned infor-

mation, the adoption of the Microbial Common Language (MCL) for data ex-

change, and of the implementation of REST standard along with the already 

available SOAP standard. 

Keywords: microbial biological resources; web services; data interoperability; 

data integration. 

1 Introduction 

Information provided by Biological Resource Centers (BRCs) is of increasing in-

terest for researchers. Such information consists in catalogues of well conserved and 

characterized micro-organisms that can be requested from BRCs. These catalogues 

are made available through BRC web sites, but some portals enables an integrated 

access to many catalogues, e.g. the Common Access to Biological Resources and 

Information (CABRI) [1] (http://www.cabri.org/) and the Global Catalogue of Micro-

organisms (GCM) [2] (http://gcm.wfcc.info/). CABRI network services offer access 

to 28 catalogues from European BRCs, including more than 120,000 resources. They 

were implemented in 1999 as a final deliverable of the CABRI EU project. Cata-

logues are submitted in a standard format for implementation in a common SRS site. 

Much more information exist on these micro-organisms and both CABRI and 

GCM offer links to external resources, including PubMed, for literature, and the Eu-

ropean Nucleotide Archive (ENA), for sequences. Other systems, such as StrainInfo 

[3] (http://www.straininfo.net/), can offer useful information about strains. 

The Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure (MIRRI) is a recently funded Eu-

ropean infrastructure, still in its preparatory phase [4] (http://www.mirri.org/). One of 

its workpackages aims at defining methods for improving the quantity and quality of 

information on microbial resources, designing a new portal for the distribution of 
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collections’ catalogues, and assessing best ways to improve interoperability with other 

databases, so that improved software in critical domains, like health and environment, 

may be developed by leveraging on the future MIRRI information system. 

Indeed, a new generation of software able to improve interoperability of biomedi-

cal information systems would be useful to support advanced research. Software 

technologies like Web Services and Workflow Management Systems are being in-

creasingly adopted [5,6,7,8]. To this aim, CABRI Web Services (CABRI-WS) [9] 

(http://bioinformatics.istge.it/ibws/doc_cabri.html) and the Microbiological Common 

Language (MCL), an XML based data exchange format for microbiological infor-

mation [10] (http://www.straininfo.net/projects/mcl)  may be essential components for 

biological resources. CABRI-WS are included in the IST Bioinformatics Web Ser-

vices (IBWS) that were deployed at the National Cancer Research Institute of Genoa, 

now IRCCS AOU San Martino IST. IBWS also include SWS (SRS by Web Services), 

that allow to query databases included in SRS sites, and TP53 Web Services, that 

retrieve data from an SRS implementation of the IARC TP53 Mutation Database. 

Here, we introduce some of the on-going improvements of CABRI Web Services. 

2 Methods 

Distinct WS are available for each biological resource type in CABRI: bacteria and 

archaea strains, filamentous fungi strains, yeasts strains, plasmids, phages, and human 

and animal cell lines. Resources can be searched by name, identifier or using free text. 

Two types of services were implemented: i) searching for name or free text and re-

turning IDs, and ii) searching for an ID and returning full records. The output consists 

in the contents of CABRI catalogues, formatted as flat files (see Box 1). 

 

 
 

CABRI-WS were deployed by using Soaplab, a tool able to provide programmatic 

access to local, command-line applications and to the contents of ordinary web pages, 

whose only requirements are Apache Tomcat with the Axis toolkit and a Java Virtual 

Machine. In Soaplab, new Web Services are added to the system by defining simple 

Strain_number LMG 1(t1) 

Other_collection_numbers CCUG 34964; NCIB 12128 

Restrictions Biohazard group 1 

Organism_type Bacteria 

Name Phyllobacterium myrsinacearum, (ex Knösel 1962) Knösel 1984VL 

  emend. Mergaert, Cnockaert and Swings 2002 VP 

Infrasubspecific_names - 

Status - 

History <- 1973, D.Knösel (Phyllobacterium rubiacearum) 

Conditions_for_growth Medium 1, 25C 

Form_of_supply Dried 

Isolated_from Pavetta zimmermannia 

Geographic_origin Germany, Stuttgart-Hohenheim 

Remarks Stable colony type isolated from LMG 1. Type strain of 

  Phyllobacterium rubiacearum. See also Agrobacterium sp. LMG 1(t2) 

 

Box 1. CABRI original flat file format for LMG 1(t1) 
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descriptions of related execution commands. These are written in the AJAX Com-

mand Definition (ACD) language. CABRI WS can be accessed through any WSDL-

SOAP compliant software, including the Taverna Workbench. 

CABRI-WS improvements are aimed at: i) extending returned information, ii) 

adopting MCL for data exchange, iii) implementing REST based Web Services.  

We are extending information returned by CABRI-WS by adding data that is avail-

able in CCINFO, a directory of culture collections provided by the World Data Center 

for Microorganism (WDCM), Straininfo, and some reference information systems.  

MCL is able to represent the contents of CABRI catalogues, with a greater precision 

and it may be used for the output of the new CABRI-WS. See examples in Box 2. 

Due to the extension of CABRI-WS data, a revision of MCL may be needed. 
 

 

 

Web Service Output Call (prefix http://www.cabri.org/cws/) 

getCataloguesList List of catalogues getCataloguesList/views  

getCatalogue List of all strains in 

a given catalogue 

getCatalogue/views? name=CABI_BACT 

getData Query catalogues getData/views?resname=bacillus subtilis 

Table 1. Summary of REST Web Services  

The REST standard has proven to be both effective and simple to adopt. Improved 

CABRI-WS are being implemented through this standard. To this aim, the WS will be 

implemented through an Apache web server. Scripts are presently being written in 

python. In Table 1, a summary of available WS is shown. More information is being 

made available on-line at http://bioinformatics.istge.it/ibws/rest.html. 

(a) 
<mcl:BCR> 

 <mcl:WDCMNumber>296</mcl:WDCMNumber> 

 <mcl:fullName>Belgian Coordinated Collections of Microorganisms/ 

LMG Bacteria Colletion</mcl:fullName> 

 <mcl:acronym>LMG or BCCM/LMG</mcl:acronym> 

</mcl:BCR> 

 

(b) 
<mcl:Culture> 

 <mcl:strainNumber>LMG 1(t1)</mcl:strainNumber> 

 <!-- Strain number from Cabri --> 

 <mcl:otherStrainNumber>CCUG 34964</mcl:otherStrainNumber> 

 <!-- Strain number from Cabri --> 

 <mcl:otherStrainNumber>NCIB 12128</mcl:otherStrainNumber> 

 <!-- Strain number from straininfo.net -->

 <mcl:otherStrainNumber>CECT 4452</mcl:otherStrainNumber> 

 <!-- Strain number from straininfo.net --> 

Box 2. Information on the BRC from CCINFO (a) and extended information on other 

strain numbers from Strainfo (b), both excerted from the oputput fomatted with MCL. 
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3 Conclusion 

We have presented the main improvements of CABRI WS which are being carried 

out in the context of the MIRRI project. The new WS include an extended contents, 

by incorporating data from other information systems. A REST interface is being built 

and will flank the current SOAP one. The search and retrieval approaches reproduce 

the features of the standard web interface. The output is based on the MCL language 

for representation and exchange of microbiological information. These improvements 

are aimed at simplifying and making interoperability of microbial information more 

effective, which is one of the main aims of the MIRRI project. 
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Abstract. The Plant domain has been the subject of several attempts to structure and for-
mally define terms and corresponding relations, such as their anatomical features, developmen-
tal stages, and the application of particular experimental procedures to a biological problem.
However, a focus on experimental assays in order to describe the whole experimental proce-
dure, to the best of our knowledge, has only been attempted in the context of a very general
description based on classical views of the scientific method [1]. In this study, we focus on the
development and proposal of an ontology dedicated to the description of these experimental
procedures, regardless of the scientific questions that prompted the assays. This ontology in-
cludes entities from three distinct realms (biological, physical and data), which include both
experimental products, their relations and the protocols describing their manipulation. The
final outcome is a useful and comprehensive ontology in the plant domain, to be used as a log
book by experimentalists, providing a formal relation between entities.

Keywords: Ontology, Modeling, Biology, Experimental assays

Introduction

Ontologies originated from the need to formally specify a controlled set of terms and their relationships
in the context of a knowledge domain. The advantages of this type of approach include the ability
to share structured information between different users and software tools, to reuse the established
vocabulary, and, not less importantly, to make domain assumptions explicit [2].

Following their inception as a formal knowledge representation technique, several tools have
since surfaced which elicit their practical use, including sophisticated ontology editors [3], seman-
tic databases and query languages.

The wealth of data generated by contemporary biological experimental studies presents several
challenges, not only due to its magnitude, but also to its heterogeneity and interdependence. Addition-
ally, the diversity of protocols, tools and data formats, as well as the several different context-specific
parameters used at different steps render the fundamental requirement of experimental reproducibility
much more difficult to accomplish. This calls for an attempt to meaningfully represent the experi-
mental procedures as well as the data they produce.
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Here we focus our attention on experimental assays designed for studying the plant domain.
Studies with other types of subjects (e.g animals or bacteria) may be significantly different, which
justifies our choice to restrict the scope of our efforts.

Problem and Designed Solution

Several ontologies describing developmental and anatomical characteristics of plants, their environ-
ment and even the types of stress they can be subject to have already been proposed (e.g. Plant
Ontology (PO) [4], Plant Trait Ontology (TO) [5], Plant Infectious Diseases (IDOPlant) [6]). Al-
though ontologies specifically dedicated to the description of experimental procedures in general do
exist [1], their foremost concern is the description of experimental design, hypothesis testing and the
ultimate goal of the experiments. The ontology proposed here, on the other hand, is mainly dedicated
to the description of the pipeline of manipulations performed from specimens to data.

This focus on the actual experimental procedure rather than the teleological and epistemologi-
cal foundations of the assay is justified by the observation that the data produced by experimental
assays may be, and is, generally used in several subsequent studies with, presumably, different ob-
jectives and that there is much data produced outside the scope of a clear experimental design or
a particular biological question (e.g. genome sequencing). There are, however, several opportunities
to reuse preexisting ontologies, namely in the description of the growth environment [7], designation
of the fractioned samples [4], or the modelling of the notion of time when referring to operations in
general [8].

Our ontology, which is currently in active development (summarised in Figure 1), considers essen-
tially three types of entities: biological entities, physical entities and data entities. An additional term
- material entity - is used to group two top-level concepts from the biological and physical realms,
for convenience. An ancillary ontology was also created to describe iterative processing pipelines (see
Figure 2).

Biological entities refer to biological material or to manipulations thereof. A central concept is
that of Biological Subject, which can be a specimen or a specimen pool (a single plant, or a group
of plants, which can be several individual clones, individuals of different species, etc), or a Biological
Sample, which is a transformation of an original Biological Subject. These transformations can be
either experimental manipulations (e.g. biotic or abiotic stress) or the result of fractioning (e.g. the
isolation of a particular tissue or another anatomical feature). Successive Biological Samples can be
obtained by applying a sequence of transformations. Physical entities refer to non-living material,
usually the result of an extraction procedure (e.g. nucleic acids extraction, protein extraction, etc),
or the product of an analysis protocol (e.g. a gel obtained from electrophoresis), or the manipulations
thereof. Data entities, likewise, refer to informational concepts and their manipulation. Here Data
Subjects are organized in subclasses related to a particular DataAcquisitionProtocol. Thus, ImageData
is obtained using an ImageAcquisitionProtocol, ProteinData with, for instance, MassSpectrometry, and
so forth.

Some of the above mentioned entities have object properties characterizing their relationships and
effectively imposing restrictions between the instances of each entity. Examples of these properties
are: a PhysicalAggregate which contains one or more PhysicalSubject, or a Specimen which has a
Taxonomy and it contains one or more SpecimenPool.
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Physical Entities

Biological Entitities Data Entities
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1..*
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1

AnalysisProtocol

producedBy

1

producedBy

1

ExtractionProtocol

producedBy

1
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DataSample
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1
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1

ImageData
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StructuredImageData
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2DGelSpotData

MSAnnotation

hasAccessionID xsd:string

hasEValue xsd:float

hasScore xsd:int

MSProteinData

ProteinData

ProteinFragment

hasCalculatedMR xsd:float

hasExpectedMR xsd:float

hasIons xsd:int

hasMiscleavages xsd:int

hasObservedMR xsd:float

hasPPM xsd:float

hasPredictedPeptide xsd:string

contains
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SpotSegment

refersToSpot
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DataAcquisitionProtocol

producedBy

1

DataProcessing
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1

ImageAcquisitionProtocol

hasImageAcquisitionEquipment xsd:string

hasImageAcquisitionMagnification xsd:float

MSDataProcessing

allowsProteinModification xsd:string

hasAnnotationDB xsd:string

hasFragmentMassTolerance xsd:float

hasPeptideMassTolerance xsd:short

MassSpectrometry

allowsDeamidation xsd:boolean

allowsGlycosylation xsd:boolean

allowsMethionineOxidation xsd:boolean
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hasDB xsd:string

hasInstrumentType xsd:string

hasMaxMissedCleavages xsd:short

hasProteolyticEnzyme

hasVariableModificationAllowed

ProteinAcquisitionProtocol

Fig. 1. Ontology representing experimental products, their relations and protocols divided into three main
categories of entities: biological, physical and data. A full description of the proposed ontology (generated by
Protégé’s OWLDoc plugin) can be found at http://kdbio.inesc-id.pt/PEAO/.

The distinctions we here present about the nature of these entities (biological, physical or data) are
not explicitly distinguished by the ontology, but their interdependence is constrained by the domain
and range of the object properties it defines.

Ongoing Work and Ontology Implementation

As an example illustrating the usefulness of our proposition, we considered the data collected from
the interactions between coffee and coffee leaf rust. The data used as test-case is the description of the
experimental design and stress imposition, the cytological results, protein gel electrophoresis images,
mass spectrometry results and protein assignment results with annotation and extraction and analysis
protocols. These data is continually being produced by the Centro de Investigação das Ferrugens do
Cafeeiro of Instituto de Investigação Cient́ıfica Tropical (IICT), and it has been analysed by Instituto

Aggregate

Entry

contains

1..*
List

Element

Exit Intermediate Operation

Fig. 2. Auxiliary ontology describing iterative process pipelines.
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de Tecnologia Qumica e Biológica/Instituto de Biologia Experimental Tecnológica (iBET/ITQB) in
collaboration with Instituto de Engenharia de Sistemas e Computadores (INESC-ID).

The plant experimental assay ontology and the pipeline patterns ontology, are being developed
using the modelling development tool Protégé [3]. This tool is widely used for modelling a wide range
of domains, providing tools for visualization, ontology merging, refactoring or embedded reasoners
for the logical verification of the ontology.

The parameters of the several types of manipulations of biological, physical and data entities
are given as data properties of those manipulations. For instance, a SpotSegment, a special case of
Data Entity, refers to a GelSpot, a special case of Physical Entity. The latter contains four data
properties: hasGelSpotID, hasMW, hasPI and hasVolume, describing the results of an electrophoresis.
Each electrophoresis, which is a particular type of an analysis protocol that can be performed to a
Physical Entity, will then contain multiple GelSpot. On the other hand, a SpotSegment is a special
case of an ImageSegment which is part of a StructuredImage, corresponding to an image of the actual
gel produced by electrophoresis.

Conclusions

This work is a first attempt at enabling the creation of a repository of data produced by plant
experimental assays. The representation of the data using an ontology elicits the preservation of the
semantic relationships between the entities represented therein, which facilitates the interpretation of
the results and the integration of data produced by different experiments. Additionally, the ontology is
easily extensible to incorporate new types of data and experimental manipulations and can, therefore,
accommodate a growing number of different experimental procedures.

Acknowledgments: This work was supported by national funds through FCT (Fundação para a Ciência e

a Tecnologia), under projects PEst-OE/EEI/LA0021/2013 and DataStorm EXCL/EEI-ESS/0257/2012.
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Background

Research in systems biology enhanced our knowledge of biological environments.
Many discoveries are recorded in computational models which encode the struc-
ture of biological networks, and describe their temporal and spatial behavior.
Due to tremendous efforts by the research community, the number of openly
available models is numerous and still continually increasing [1]. To support the
sharing of models and, thus, the reuse of research results, repositories such as the
BioModels Database [2] and the Cellml Model Repository [3] collect and store
models in exchangeable formats such as the Systems Biology Markup Language
(SBML, [4]), or CellML [5]. Since only accessible models can be reused, such
repositories are essential to guarantee transparent research.

However, model repositories to date lack sufficient mechanisms to track the
updates of models in their databases [6]. Model versions often cannot be ad-
dressed unambiguously and changes occurring between versions of a model are
not communicated transparently. Therefore, a framework to identify the differ-
ences between models and their versions is a fundamental requirement to com-
pare and combine models. Only with difference detection at hand users are able
to grasp a model’s history and to identify errors and inconsistencies.

Results

On the poster, we reflect on the following requirements for systems that provide
version control for models:

– All versions of a model must be accessible.
– Information must be available on when a model changed, how, why, and by

whom.
– Changes in model versions must be made transparent to the user.

? To whom correspondence should be addressed
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Our current research concentrates on developing efficient and reliable differ-
ence detection for versions of models. We thereby address the abovementioned
requirement that information must be available on how a model changed over
time. Specificially, our algorithm for difference detection, BiVeS3, is applicable
to models encoded in SBML or CellML. As standard representation formats for
computational models in biology use XML, BiVeS bases on an XML-diff algo-
rithm, namely the XyDiff algorithm [7]. BiVeS identifies structures in the XML
trees that both documents have in common and maps their subgraphs onto each
other. The resulting mapping is then propagated into the rest of the tree, pos-
sibly leading to further mappings. That way, moved entities can be identified,
as well as inserts and deletes. The algorithm is furthermore format-specific in
the sense that it respects the structure of the representation formats. The ma-
jor elements of the SBML Level 3 specification [8], for example, are biological
entitities (species) that participate in biological processes (reactions). CellML
very generally encodes biological facts as sets of interacting components. Both
representation formats use semantic annotations (i. e., links to ontologies) to
further describe the biological meaning of the single XML elements [9]. We use
this information to further improve the mappings. The final set of of differences
can be exported in both machine and human readable formats: BiVeS produces
an XML-encoded patch containing all modifications which occurred between the
two versions of a document (see Figure 1). Changes between model versions are
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Fig. 1. A sketch of the BiVeS algorithm for difference detection.

also summarized in a report and highlighted in a graph, which comprehensively
displays the updates affecting the reaction network. The algorithm is imple-
mented in a Java library.

Gaining insights into the process of development of a particular model has
the potential to increase the confidence in this model and supports the collab-
oration of distinct research projects dramatically. Consequently, existing model
repositories can benefit from extending their software and functionalities with
version control. On our poster, we show how the BiVeS library can be integrated

3 Biomodel Version Control System, https://sems.uni-rostock.de/projects/

bives/
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with existing software: (i) BiVeS offers an API that can be used from other Java
tools, (ii) a web service provides access to BiVeS via HTTP, (iii) the library can
be executed directly from the command line. BiVeS is already implemented in
the Functional Curation project of Chaste [10]. Furthermore, we are currently in
touch with the maintainers of SEEK, a data management platform for the life
sciences [11], BioModels Database, and the CellML model repository to integrate
BiVeS into their infrastructures. On the poster, we demonstrate BiVeS’ capabil-
ities with our prototypic web based user interface BudHat4. BudHat uses BiVeS
to detect changes between versions of a model stored in a database backend.
Identified differences are processed and presented human readably. Changes in
reaction networks, for example, are highlighted in different colors. An example
is shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. Screenshot of our prototype BudHat. BudHat is an online tool that displays the
differences between model versions, as computed by BiVeS, in some human readable
formats (here: highlighted reaction network).

Finally, we discuss first statistics about the evolution of computational mod-
els in open repositories. We analysed models from the BioModels Database
(144,253 models in SBML format) and the CellML Model Repository (600 dif-
ferent exposures with CellML models). Indeed, models in open repositories do
change over time predominantly in two ways: First, models are modified if the
representation format, used to encode the model, gets updated. These updates
affect a large number of models and form a clear pattern in our visualisation of
model changes. For example, all models in BioModels Database where updated
when SBML replaced its own standard for links to external resources, MIRIAM,
by the identifiers.org scheme [12]. Second, published models are continuously
improved and corrected by model curators. We observed updates in the links
pointing to terms in bio-ontologies, and to the model’s network structure. For

4 http://budhat.sems.uni-rostock.de
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the Repressilator model5, for example, we see that the change in network struc-
ture actually affected the simulation outcome. We also identified patterns in the
CellML Model Repository, and will discuss possible reasons on our poster. With
respect to performance, we used the above data sets to compare our own algo-
rithm for difference detection against the standard Unix diff tool. Unix diff to
date is the standard method to compare versions of models in open repositories.
However, our results confirm that BiVeS indeed outperforms Unix’ diff tool and
improves the results obtained by standard XML Diff tools.

Summary

In summary, our poster introduces ongoing research in model management for
computational biology, with a focus on the advantages of sophisticated model
version control. We discuss in detail the requirements, show our latest research re-
sults in terms of algorithm design and tool support, and we present first statistics
on the types and frequency of changes in models published in open repositories.
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